
KS3 Judgement Descriptors - Music - Year 9

Term Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Key Skills Musical Elements 3 -
Theory and Appraising

Remix Project - composing
via music technology

Djembe - Performing /
Composing on/for a range

of instruments

Samba - Performing /
Composing on/for a

range of instruments

Band Project
Performance -

Performing on a range
of instruments

Band Project
Composition -

Composing on a range
of instruments

Mastery Demonstrates a
thorough understanding

of musical terms and
knowledge in context to

each musical element
Can recognise - by ear

and from written - a
range of musical devices

in music
Can articulate - either

verbally or written -
definitions of musical

elements and examples
of devices for a range of

musical elements

Composes a functional
piece of music which meets

the demands of the
brief/setting imaginatively

Composes an effective
piece of music which uses

musical elements
appropriately

Composes a coherent piece
of music that has a clear
sense of style, structure

and purpose
Demonstrates an excellent

understanding of the
principles of composing

appropriate to the setting

Creates a convincing
performance

Performs with accuracy,
fluency and coherence

Is able to hold own part in a
solo and ensemble

performance
Performs a challenging

part showing awareness of
musicality

Creates a convincing
performance

Performs with
accuracy, fluency and

coherence
Is able to hold own part
in a solo and ensemble

performance
Performs a challenging

part showing
awareness of

musicality

Creates a convincing
performance

Performs with accuracy,
fluency and coherence
Is able to hold own part
in a solo and ensemble

performance
Performs a challenging

part showing awareness
of musicality

Composes a functional
piece of music which

meets the demands of
the brief/setting

imaginatively
Composes an effective

piece of music which
uses musical elements

appropriately
Composes a coherent

piece of music that has a
clear sense of style,

structure and purpose
Demonstrates an

excellent understanding
of the principles of

composing appropriate
to the setting



Secure Demonstrates a good
understanding of musical
terms and knowledge in
context to each musical

element
Can recognise in written
form a range of musical

devices/terms
Can articulate verbally
definitions of musical

elements and examples
of devices for some

musical elements

Composes a functional
piece of music which meets

the demands of the
brief/setting creatively
Composes an effective

piece of music which uses
musical elements with

some success
Composes a mostly

coherent piece of music
that has a clear sense of

style, structure and
purpose

Demonstrates a good
understanding of the

principles of composing
appropriate to the setting

Performs a simple part in a
group showing awareness

of musicality
Performs fluently with
some misjudgements in

accuracy
Is able to hold own part in
an ensemble performance
Performs an appropriately
challenging part showing

some awareness of
musicality

Performs a simple part
in a group showing

awareness of
musicality

Performs fluently with
some misjudgements in

accuracy
Is able to hold own part

in an ensemble
performance
Performs an

appropriately
challenging part

showing some
awareness of

musicality

Performs a simple part
in a group showing

awareness of musicality
Performs fluently with
some misjudgements in

accuracy
Is able to hold own part

in an ensemble
performance
Performs an

appropriately
challenging part

showing some
awareness of musicality

Composes a functional
piece of music which

meets the demands of
the brief/setting

creatively
Composes an effective

piece of music which
uses musical elements

with some success
Composes a mostly

coherent piece of music
that has a clear sense of

style, structure and
purpose

Demonstrates a good
understanding of the

principles of composing
appropriate to the

setting

Developing Can recall selected
musical terms and
knowledge when
prompted from

written/visual material
given

Shows evidence of
recognising a wider

range of musical devices
(either verbally or
written), but with

inconsistencies
Articulates definitions of

elements with some
devices (verbally) with

some success

Is beginning to show
evidence of understanding

the principles of simple
compositional techniques

in context to the setting
Composes using a limited

range of musical ideas
which involves material

given by the teacher
Has ideas and is able to

realise them in sound
successfully

Performs a simple part in a
group with some success

Shows evidence of
developing fluency

Can follow performance
directions in the moment

Performs a simple part
in a group with some

success
Shows evidence of
developing fluency

Can follow
performance directions

in the moment

Performs a simple part
in a group with some

success
Shows evidence of
developing fluency

Can follow performance
directions in the

moment

Is beginning to show
evidence of

understanding the
principles of simple

compositional
techniques in context to

the setting
Composes using a

limited range of musical
ideas which involves
material given by the

teacher
Has ideas and is able to

realise them in sound
successfully



Emerging Can recall limited
amounts of musical

terms and knowledge
when prompted from

written/visual material
given

Shows evidence of
recognising some

musical devices (either
verbally or written), but

with limited success
Articulates definitions of

elements and/or some
devices (verbally) with

limited success

Can demonstrate simple,
but  limited, compositional

ideas for certain
instruments

Composes a short piece
using a range of material

given by the teacher
Has ideas and is able to

realise them in sound with
some success

Performs a simple part in a
group with limited success

Can mostly follow
performance directions in

the moment
Attempts at performing
with fluency are made

Performs a simple part
in a group with limited

success
Can mostly follow

performance directions
in the moment

Attempts at performing
with fluency are made

Performs a simple part
in a group with limited

success
Can mostly follow

performance directions
in the moment

Attempts at performing
with fluency are made

Can demonstrate
simple, but  limited,

compositional ideas for
certain instruments

Composes a short piece
using a range of material

given by the teacher
Has ideas and is able to

realise them in sound
with some success


